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Relay For Life Funds Study to Test Effectiveness
of Relay For Life in Fighting Cancer

I

n recent years, Relay For Life,
an annual fundraising event
organized by the American
Cancer Society, has faced questions
from skeptics regarding its efficacy
in combatting cancer. Participants
have historically employed circular
walking as their main weapon
to fight the fatal disease, but have
also used chanting and camaraderie for good measure. However,
with cancer killing nearly 8 million
people last year alone despite
committed relay efforts, critics
wonder if walking might better
annihilate trans-fat calories or shoe
sole rubber than a DNA-mutating
disease.
“I would just like to see some
evidence that what I’m doing
is effective before I go out there
and expend energy again,” says
338-pound Relay cynic Geoff

Palmer. “I’m reluctant to stand up
unless I have a very good reason.”
Supporters were quick to
defend the fundraiser against such
skepticism.
“It might look like we’re just
walking in circles here with our
efforts,” explained Relay for Life
participant Kaitlyn Solomon, “but
it’s really more of an oval.”
In order to put these criticisms
to rest, Relay for Life allocated 70%
of funds raised at last year’s relay
toward substantiating the effectiveness of the fundraiser via experiment. A spokesperson for Relay
added that the majority of the
leftover funds would be spent on
purchasing purple shirts, purple
sunglasses, purple drank, purple
nurple, and three purple people
eaters.
In the experiment, research-

ers set up two identical Relay for
Life tracks. One track was circled
endlessly by participants in typical
Relay for Life fashion, and the
second track served as a placebo
and featured no relaying, walking,
or circular movement of any sort.
Participants from both tracks fundraised prior to the event, and results
showed a statistically insignificant difference in cancer-fighting
between the two tracks. The
American Cancer Society deemed
the study flawed, and vowed to
dedicate all the money raised from
the next five years’ Relays toward
replicating it.
In the meantime, participants
at this year’s Relay plan on staying
the course, and walking in as many
circles as it takes before cancer is
cured or they have to pee, whichever comes first.
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Modern medicine in action.

In Revolutionary Study, WU Researchers
Discover Girls Don’t Poop
Last week, WashU scientists published results from a
$1.3 million study confirming
that female members of the
homo genus do not defecate,
or in B-school pre-school
terms, girls don’t poop. The
report is heralded as one of
the biggest “Duh…” findings
of the last quarter century
right alongside of “Teens with
autism face major obstacles to
social life outside of school,
study finds” (see news.wustl.
edu for the actual story).
Women across campus
were quick to discredit the
finding that uncovered the
secret that they’ve hidden
from men for thousands of

years, but none of them were
willing to poop in front of
us as proof. Junior Marylyn
Voges instead asked, “Well
if girls don’t poop, then what
are all the bathrooms for?”
At this point, any answer is
purely speculative, but experts believe that behind
those doors lies a Narniaesque fantasy world with
unicorns and butterflies. Either that or they’re for peeing.
Other skeptics of the
study point to Two Girls
One Cup as possible refuting
evidence, but James Bannes,
the researcher behind the
landmark investigation, was
quick to point out that that

was just an internet video, and
thus bears as much scientific
weight as a Creationism textbook. Bannes then laughed
at the skeptics for admitting
that they had seen Two Girls
One Cup.
In a press release, Bannes
and his team went on to add
that their efforts now are
turned to figuring out why
girls go to the bathroom
together. Preliminary results
seem to indicate that girls
are in fact talking about your
penis size.
The study noted importantly however that men do
poop.
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WashU Designs Eye-Catching Shirts to Help Identify Hard-to-Spot Pre-Frosh
With acceptance letters now
out, visits to campus by prospective freshmen are in full swing.
However, the polo-wearing, parententangled youngsters have, to date,
been hard to spot around campus
given only WashU-emblazoned
folders to distinguish them. In
attempts to ease the identification
of these non-students and better
facilitate ridicule at their expense,
the admissions department plans
to issue neon green shirts for the
high schoolers to wear. The shirts
will be mandatory.
“I think this is a great move
by the administration,” says sophomore Kyle Osling, a student
who goes to this school. “The
other day I saw one and was
only 98% sure it was a pre-frosh,

so the new shirts will allow me to
heckle with renewed confidence.”
While the new shirts are still
being workshopped, ideas for
printing on the bright garments
include: “LOOK HOW OUT OF
PLACE I AM”, “Ask me about my
thousand-yard stare”, and simply
covering the shirts in pictures of
sad, lost puppies.
Dean of Undergraduate Admissions Jean Milowski was particularly adamant about the necessity of the conspicuous duds and
pointed out that it can be difficult
to tell the difference between a
pre-frosh slowly stumbling around
campus while getting lectured by
their parents and just a regular,
burnt-out pre-med.
“There are a lot of lamoids at

this school and it’s important that
they’re verbally abused contingent
upon their actual dweebiness and
not the dweebiness of one of their
equally lame cohorts,” she said.
She also mentioned the possibility
of incorporating “those little flashy
things troupes of Halloween children wear.”
Beta testing of interaction
between WashU students and the
now easier-to-recognize visitors
revealed a sharp gender difference in the youngsters’ reception.
While prospective male students
enjoyed such pejorative epithets as
“fart-muncher” and “fart-gobbler”,
female pre-frosh not only received
directions around campus from
current male students, but also
directions to said males’ dorms for

WUnderground Presents: Unhelpful Advice!
Advice columns these days are always so useful and applicable to the readers’
everyday lives. Not this one! WUnderground breaks the mold again!

5 Foods That SUCK
When You’re High!
• Cabbage soup—tastes shitty
sober and doesn’t improve much
when high.
• Raw okra—you can eat any
food while high, why on earth
would you choose raw okra?

• Spoiled milk—only good if
it’s not spoiled, which by definition it always is.

• Reese’s wrappers—not only
does it not taste good, but it’s so
close to something that tastes
amazing. Just eat the Reese’s
instead.

5 Great Activities
to do on the Moon
• Check out Neil Armstrong’s
footsteps—they’re still there!

• Have sex—less gravity makes
it awesome...probably!
• There’s this sick crater near
the dark side. It’s fucking sweet,
check it out.
• Trampolining.

• Pogor ubber moonba ll—a n
awesome sport invented on the
moon that can only be played on
the moon.

5 Reasons Not to Stab a
Guinea Pig in Front of a Toddler
• It will hurt the guinea pig.
• It will upset the toddler.

• It will make your dagger all
dirty and you’ll have to clean it
later.
• You will have to replace the
guinea pig, presuming whoever
you got it from cares that it’s
dead.

• You could easily stab it when
the toddler’s not looking, so why
involve the toddler at all?

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical newspaper
and should be taken about as seriously as Rick Santorum’s opinions.
The news reported by this paper
is completely fictitious, at least to
our knowledge. Any resemblance
to persons living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.
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• Rat poison—isn’t a food, tastes
awful, and will kill you.

Student Revealed to be Robot After Downpour Causes Oil Leak, Software Damage

Campus authorities discovered
a robot disguised as a student last
Wednesday after a sudden afternoon rain shower caused some
major operational malfunctioning
in her Central Processing Unit.
Instead of walking to class per
usual, freshman Cyborgatron-3000
thrashed around on Mudd Field,
spewing oil and meaningless JavaScript gibberish all over passersby.
This distinctly inhuman behavior
cast doubt on her status as a human
being, and she was revealed to be a
robot minutes later when she failed
to express amusement at a picture
of a cat playing the cello.
“She was definitely a robot,”
said Dr. Harris Watson, an expert
in human internal medicine at the
Washington University School of
Medicine. “I’m pretty sure humans
all have hearts and she didn’t have
one.”
While many admit that in
hindsight some of Cyborgatron’s
behaviors came across as some-

“private tours.” Lauding the hospitality and thoughtfulness of the
male students, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions deemed the
testing successful.
As of press time, the university
is looking into creating differentcolored shirts for prospective
freshmen with boyfriends back
home.

what robotic, they maintain that
the same could be said of many
WashU students. With a student
base amongst the most motivated
and intelligent in the country, it’s
not uncommon for many Wash
U students to seem a little—too
perfect.
According to professors, friends,
and roommates, Cyborg A. Tron3000 was one of those students.
Although she enrolled in a full
21 credits, was pledging a top
sorority, was elected as a Student
Union senator, and freelanced for
StudLife, she handled her 20-hour
per week job and varsity spot on
the golf team without any sign of
emotional distress.
“It’s funny because my suitemates and I always joke about some
of the weird shit she does,” said
Cyborgatron’s roommate Mary
Robertson. “Like how she never
gets tired and how she drinks oil
and never showers. And any time
she complained about feeling a

little rusty, she would just call in a
mechanic to clean her up or tweak
a wire but…well, I guess we’re just
dipshits for not realizing she was
a robot.”
Admissions officials, meanwhile, have taken the defensive
with regards to Cyborgatron’s
admission to the university, saying
they stand by their decision.
“She may be a non-human
robot, yes, but she’s damn well
programmed. Nothing is written
in our bylaws requiring students
to be explicitly human, so I don’t
understand what all the hullaballoo is,” said Ron Marcus, one of
the admissions officers in charge
of Cyborgatron’s application.
As of press time, a team of
engineers, whose own humanity is
debatable, is currently working on
the robo-student in the computer
engineering laboratories. They say
her prognosis looks good, although
her insatiable desire to kill humans
appears incurable.
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This Week in Music
Deadmau5 Scandal Uncovered;
Been Using IPod for Years
Professional DJ and scumbag
Joel Thomas Zimmerman, or
Deadmau5 (pronounced dead mow
five), is currently under investigation for fraud. The “artist” released
an apology last week in response to
allegations that he has been simply
using an iPod on stage.
In his public apology via twitter,
the DJ confirmed allegations
claiming that he had been using an
iPod or other mp3 devices for the
last two years. Sophomore Lenny
Fertick lamented his displeasure:
“Honestly, I feel lied to. Using an
iPod just takes the human element
out of Electro House. You can’t even
call it live music if you cheat like
that.”
Junior Emily Radzom had similar
thoughts. “Anybody can push play
and jump around on stage, so what
makes him so special?” she said. “ If

all of this is true, I want my money
back. Why would I go to a show if I
can just play the same track on my
speakers at home?”
The scandal grew deeper when
further investigation by auditory
physicists revealed that Zimmerman’s music is not technically even
music. The more accurate term for
Zimmerman’s creations, scientifically speaking, is “jumpy noise”,
a term he will be forced to use in
describing his work from now on.

DeadMau5, currently being
investigated for artistic fraud.

For more music news, please go to
www.wunderground.wustl.edu for
such developments as:

World Still Hasn’t Noticed Lack of
Kings of Leon
Despite having not produced
any new music for two years, the
world still hasn’t noticed the lack
of Kings of Leon from mainstream
culture. The band announced last
year that they would be going on
hiatus for no longer than 6 months,
but that date has since passed.
The Nashville band formed in

After being reminded of who the
band was, WashU students across
campus were surprised to hear
that the band had gone on hiatus
last year. Similarly, Kings of Leon
drummer Nathan Followill went
over to the garage for rehearsal last
Tuesday at 7 and waited a full twenty
minutes for his bandmates to show
up, apparently having also forgotten
that the band had broken up.

“Nickelback Learns 5th Chord”

1999 and rose to fame in the late
2000’s with their distinctive “feralcat-being-beaten-by-a-rainstick”
sound and gained popularity with
their herpes-themed ballad “Sex on
Fire”.

“Another Hometown Friend asks
Unexcited Student if They Know
3LAU”
“Song Consisting Entirely of A#
Notes Huge Hit Among Asian Father Demographic”
...and more!

The Star Scoop

The Latest Celebrity News You’ll Only Read About In WUnderground!
by WUnderground Hollywood correspondent Jane McCaffery

What Justin Beiber did last
Tuesday, March 27th:
3:13AM—Justin wakes up to the
sound of an intruder breaking in
through his window. I pull out the
chloroform rag and he’s back to
sleep.
2:17PM—Justin wakes up again, finally. Two bottles was probably too
much to soak the rag in.
2:21PM—Justin starts the day with
a peanut butter, my hair, and jelly
sandwich. I am now inside of him.
2:25PM—Justin runs one delicate
hand through his golden bowl cut.
There may or may not have been angels singing in the background.

2:40PM—Selena enters the room.
2:40-3:24PM—I consider throwing
the used tissue I borrowed from Justin’s garbage can at Selena but conclude that I would rather keep it for
myself.
3:32PM—The two discuss Justin’s
recent growth spurt. Apparently
he just cleared 5 feet, God bless his
little soul.
3:34PM—Justin drops a napkin
on the floor, and gracefully bends
down to retrieve it. The soft arch of
his back is almost as intoxicating as
his delicate facial features and pillowy lips.
3:45-4:30PM—Displaying excellent
concentration skills and adorable
determination, Justin watches TV
for awhile—he was so engaged!

4:43PM—Justin bites into some lasagna.

consciously realizes that he wants
to make those babies with me.

4:43PM—Justin swallows lasagna.

5:01 PM —Justin sneezes.

4:48 PM—Justin changes into his
signature purple outfit. His purple
hat, purple shirt, purple shoes, and
delicate stature reminded me of
an oompa loompa. But the kind of
oompa loompa that I would want
to have delicious sex with, not the
weird kind.

5:01 PM—A tiny booger hangs from
his left nostril.

4:51 PM—I realize that through subconscious prodding, I could inform
Justin of how perfect our marriage
and babies would be.
4:53 PM—I subtly place photoshopped pictures of Justin and me
and a composite photograph of what
our babies would look like around
his room. Justin (presumably) sub-

Murder Should
Remain Illegal

will be able to deter potential criminals and keep those who have
already killed from doing it again.
The laws currently on the books
outlawing murder are good and
just, and I advise keeping them just
the way they are, lest are society
devolve into a bloody chaotic mess.

5:02 PM—Said tissue is deposited
into my purse.
10:18PM—Justin poops two big
logs and a small one, probably the
lasagna from earlier based on texture.
11:13 PM—Justin goes to sleep and
(I assume) has a wet dream about
me.

Who the Fuck is
Picking These Point/
Counterpoint Topics?

by Stephanie Buxley,
freshman
The act of ending another
human’s life is the most despicable
crime a person can commit, and
should therefore remain illegal. It
should be the duty of the government to protect its citizens, and
by punishing those who commit
murder by locking them up, society

5:02 PM—Said booger ends up in a
tissue, in the trash.

by Cheryl Oakes,
junior

Really, guys? Whether or not
murder should remain illegal? Is
that really the most controversial
issue we could think of? Not abortion, or affirmative action, or American foreign policy concerns? How
am I supposed to argue that murder
should be legalized? This issue is a

complete no-brainer. I suppose one
might be able to make a utilitarian
argument that in the hypothetical
case where the collective benefit of
a person’s death outweighed the
individual suffering...no, I’m sorry
this is just stupid. Idiots.
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Easter: A Jew’s Guide
by Judah Schwartzenbaum

Easter’s coming up,
and believe it or not a lot
of my Jewish friends at
WashU don’t even know
what this holiday is! With
so many Christians on this
campus, in this country,
and around the world,
it’s important that people
of all faiths have a basic
understanding of this
holiday, so I figured I’d fill
them in. I took a comparative religion class in high
school and have an Episcopalian uncle by marriage,
so I think I’m pretty qualified to handle the subject!
Easter, in a nutshell, is the celebration of Jesus’s
death. Or is it birth? One of the two. If you were to
find Jesus’s tombstone, and you looked at the dates
he was born and died, one of those two would say
Easter. Anyway, people coped with his death and/
or celebrated his birth with chocolate, which is why
we eat chocolate on Easter to celebrate/mourn. The
pope celebrates Easter by eating twelve Cadbury
eggs, but only the very devout eat this much.
Some of you may be wondering how the Easter
bunny factors into the holiday. This might have
been Jesus’s pet? Hmmm I probably should have
done more research for this article but for the sake

of convenience let’s just go with that. They had
bunnies back then, right? Yea he totally could’ve
had a bunny. The egg-hiding tradition dates back
to Jesus’s time, when bunnies laid eggs. Evolution
has changed their reproductive system since then,
but the tradition continues regardless. Creationists believe that bunnies still lay eggs, only they’re
invisible now. This debate is what led to the church
splitting up between the Catholics and the Protestants way back when. I forget which side believes
which.
Good Friday historically was the full name
for Friday, since people thought that it was good
that the weekend was coming up. The “good” was
later dropped because it was redundant—no shit
Fridays are good. Working sucks. It was added
onto the Friday before Easter because people felt
that it was good that Easter was coming up because
it meant they could eat chocolate, which tastes
really good. Palm Sunday is the week before Easter
where people palm their foreheads for forgetting
that Easter wasn’t till next Sunday. Before calendars
were invented, people made this mistake a lot.
I know a lot more about Easter, but that should
be enough to get you through any conversation
smoothly. Before you know it, people might start
asking you if you’re going to seminary after you
graduate!

Residential College Olympics (RCO)
is one of the South 40’s most popular annual events.
With Park/Mudd taking home the trophy this past Saturday, WUnderground
Sports looks back at the most memorable moments in RCO history.

1853—In the university’s inaugural year, Eliot
easily wins the RCO title, being the only Res College
in existence at the time.
1866—After having both legs amputated from
injuries sustained fighting in the Civil War,
sophomore Brian Holloway dominates the
limbo competition.
1891—Women are allowed to compete in RCO for
the first time, leading to a massive spike in the
popularity of the swimsuit competition.
1902—Russian Roulette is introduced as an RCO
event but is quickly discarded on the basis that it’s
all luck.
1905—Brookings conjoined twin residents Arnold
and Kyle Sopalsky double the record for most 5k
participants per set of legs.
1923—1-Square renamed 4-Square, quadrupling
both the number of squares involved in the game
and amount of sense made by the game.
1938—The once-popular sport of jousting is discontinued after no one dies during competition for four
years straight, rendering it boring.

1969—Man walks on moon. Students who had
previously participated in RCO watch this happen
on TV.
1978—Rainy day cancels all events except for chess
and competitive masturbation, both of which are
dominated by Spencer Welsh of JKL.
1991—Penultimate frisbee renamed to make it
sound more intense.
1998—In a display of poor planning by
CS40, RCO, Holi, and WUStock scheduled for same day with hilarious results.
2002—HIGE edges Lee/Beau 2-1 in the highestscoring soccer match in RCO history.
2009—With Umrath in the process of being reconstructed, the Ruby/Umrath res college consisting
of only one building becomes the biggest Cinderella story in RCO history when it loses to HIGE in
basketball by a mere 34 points.
2011—Wayman Crow student Seth Morris
suspected of doping after beating the entire Park/
Mudd res college in tug-of-war.
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Punctuation-only issue

Swahili issue

The every-joke-is-racist
issue
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All-inside-joke issue
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All nouns issue
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The Student Life issue
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The dwarf porn issue
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The clever, poignant,
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The issue where we don’t
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The Allies Have Won World War II. WDYT?

Carley Peterson
Sophomore; pretentious
know-it-all

Russell Zimmerman
Junior; history major

Kayla Roberts
Freshman

Adolf Hitler
German dictator, a real d-bag

“Uh, didn’t that
happen like ten
years ago?”

“Wait, really? Fuck,
I must’ve bombed
that midterm....”

“Oh, good, I was
rooting for them.”

“Poop!”

George Washington
former presidential candidate
“I heard Fitz and the Tantrums
are coming to WILD? Who the
fuck are they? I mean I’m probably gonna be too shitfaced to
care but still, some name
recognition would be nice.”

